Cheryl_vTrek has joined the conversation.
Bachoa has been made a participant.
Bachoa:
Hi
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Hi
Rolf_vTrek has joined the conversation.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
hey, Rolf!  goword Luzon too
Fenzo has joined the conversation.
Fenzo has been made a participant.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
hi, Jorg
Fenzo:
Hi all
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
goword Luzon, also
Fenzo:
ok
JLOQuinn has joined the conversation.
Fenzo has been made a spectator.
Fenzo has been made a participant.
JLOQuinn has been made a participant.
Xavyre has joined the conversation.
Xavyre has left the conversation.
JLOQuinn:
Hi Everyone <S>
Bachoa:
Heya Jim!  Try not to laugh at me ...OK?
JLOQuinn:
Lorne I won't <S>
Matt_vTrek has joined the conversation.
JLOQuinn:
Hi Matt
IANPAWSON has joined the conversation.
IANPAWSON has been made a participant.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
hI, Chris
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
use goword luzon also
IANPAWSON:
hi all
IANPAWSON:
loading
Host Matt_vTrek:
Oops, Hi JLO, sorry - wasn't keeping an eye on this room :(
JLOQuinn:
Matt no problem <S>
87ewas has joined the conversation.
87ewas has been made a participant.
87ewas:
hi
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
hey, Rob
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
goword Luzon also
Host Matt_vTrek:
JLO, I just sent you the USS Lafayette LCARS system, the one that uses IE30 and looks like the Omnipedia.
JLOQuinn:
Matt kewl <S>
Rich_Ayles has joined the conversation.
Rich_Ayles has been made a participant.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
heya, Doc
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
goword Luzon
87ewas has left the conversation.
LTCAndo has joined the conversation.
87ewas has joined the conversation.
LTCAndo has been made a participant.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Hi, Andrea; I'll have to spec you when we begin
JLOQuinn:
Hi Lass <S>
LTCAndo:
OK, thanks
LTCAndo:
Hey, babe
LTCAndo:
I'll be glad when I can join in
87ewas:
hi ian
Bachoa:
Jim...don't you ever wquit ::jealausy overtakes him::
LTCAndo:
you're married
Bachoa:
Oh yeah...shakes head to clear cobwebs...LOL
LTCAndo:
by the way, your missions are the best I've seen
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
ours?
LTCAndo:
yes
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
LOL, we're all mostlly new at this
HILLS_BARNDELL has joined the conversation.
HILLS_BARNDELL has been made a participant.
Liz_vTrek has joined the conversation.
LTCAndo:
well, I mean any I've seen at this forum
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
hi, Chris, have to spec you when we begin
HILLS_BARNDELL:
hi all
Host Liz_vTrek:
hang on guys!
HILLS_BARNDELL:
ok - no probs - cannot stay tonight though ...
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Andrea, thanks
LTCAndo:
: )
Liz_vTrek has left the conversation.
HILLS_BARNDELL:
no gyrax! sorry about that ...
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Gyrax isn't coming?
Kerick has joined the conversation.
HILLS_BARNDELL:
I was hoping to see him here - do not know ...
JLOQuinn:
Hi Liz
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
he is supposed to be here.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
we are waiting for three more to show.
HILLS_BARNDELL:
Hi Lorne!
HILLS_BARNDELL:
while I can still talk ...
Bachoa:
Hi Chris...good to see you
HILLS_BARNDELL:
u 2
Bachoa:
Where did you get posted?
IANPAWSON:
hi Bachoa
Dracos has joined the conversation.
HILLS_BARNDELL:
not yet - asked for delay - Jay is still not worked out ...
Dracos has been made a participant.
HILLS_BARNDELL:
Gyrax - welcome!
Ian_Q_Robinson has joined the conversation.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
ok, noncrew prepare for speccing
HILLS_BARNDELL:
who else is to come?
HILLS_BARNDELL:
ok 
LTCAndo:
: (
HILLS_BARNDELL has been made a spectator.
JLOQuinn has been made a spectator.
LTCAndo has been made a spectator.
Liz_vTrek has joined the conversation.
Dracos:
Hello Chris
Dracos:
::waves::
Host Matt_vTrek:
Hi Liz! Great to see you!
Host Liz_vTrek:
Ok...the next Moof monster that tries to take me, GETS it!
IANPAWSON:
Hello Dracos
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
bear with us, observers
Host Liz_vTrek:
almost there...
87ewas:
::pets worf::
IANPAWSON:
were is kevin/ conrad_ii
Liz_vTrek has left the conversation.
Liz_vTrek has joined the conversation.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
LOL, Liz
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
we were just about to start
Fenzo has left the conversation.
Rolf_vTrek has left the conversation.
Host Liz_vTrek:
I'm having all sorts of problems....::sigh::
87ewas:
::heads to the bridge::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<<<<<<<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>
Host Liz_vTrek:
Every time I try to use the go word, I moof.
J-Edrington has joined the conversation.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<<<<<<<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>>>>>>><<<<<<<<<<BEGIN MISSION>>>>>>>>>>>
Liz_vTrek has left the conversation.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<oops>
Host Matt_vTrek:
::in the Ready Room::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:


THE U.S.S.LUZON IS ORBITING THE PLANET ZARAN, A DEAD WORLD, DESTROYED BY A SUPERNOVA.  THE SINGLE LIFEFORM FOUND ON THE PLANET, A HUMANOID CALLED XIA, IS ABOARD THE LUZON AND HAS CHOSEN TO ACCOMPANY US IN SEARCH OF OTHER SURVIVORS.  INFORMATION GLEANED FROM THE PLANET'S COMPUTER PROVIDE US WITH COORDINATES WHERE THE REBEL SHIPS MAY HAVE GONE.
Bachoa:
::On bridge at science station::
Rich_Ayles:
::Dr Ramares sits in the Ready Room::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Then, staff, we are agreed?
87ewas:
::on the bridge at Tacical station::
Dracos:
::examining the pseudo leather in the ready room::
Rolf_vTrek has joined the conversation.
Dracos:
::Gyrax wonders if it came from one of his distant cousins::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
We go in search of the survivors of Xia's planet?
IANPAWSON:
::on the bridge at the Tac station
87ewas:
::monitors Tacical display::
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::in her quarters, wearing ceremonial vulcan robes, meditating::
Kerick has left the conversation.
Dracos:
Rand: Sounds like the best option, sir
Bachoa:
::continues to scan Zaran for anomolies::
Fenzo has joined the conversation.
Liz_vTrek has joined the conversation.
Rich_Ayles:
Lt Cmndr Rand: As it is Xias wish it seems the obvious course of action
Host Matt_vTrek:
Rand: It does seem to be the best option open to us at this time.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::hears no dissension, and nods::
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::Vulcan music playing softly::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Staff: Dismissed, return to duty stations and prepare to get under way
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::exits ready room and nods at the Captain::
87ewas:
::long range sensors::
J-Edrington has left the conversation.
Bachoa:
::conducts planetary scan of geological components for later use in assisting with distinguishing of metal ship hull alloys::
Host Liz_vTrek:
::feels sense of foreboding::
Rich_Ayles:
::exits Ready Room and heads for turbolift with Xia::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
CO:  I've instructed the staff to prepare for departure in search ot Zaran survivors
Dracos:
::Gyrax snaps to attention as the dismissed order is given. He quickly returns to the Engineering console on the main bridge::
Bachoa:
::nervously wipes brow and attempts to look professional at new posting::
Host Matt_vTrek:
::returns to Bridge and takes seat::
Host Liz_vTrek:
::nods to XO::  Excellent, Commander.  I have a feeling we NEED to be prepared.
87ewas:
chris: How do you like the Luzon?
Host Liz_vTrek:
XO:  Just call it a hunch.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
CO:  Acknowledged
Bachoa:
*Dr. Ramares*  Doctor, I understand i am to schedule a medical with your staff when i am off duty?
IANPAWSON:
okay when it all gets going?
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::preparing a vulcan tea in a ceremonial glas::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Trex:  have you got those coordinates input yet?
Rich_Ayles:
*Ens Marconi* Yes Ensign. Whenever it is convenient
Rich_Ayles:
::looks at the odd expression of serenity on Xias face::
Fenzo:
XO: Yes have them
Bachoa:
*Doctor*  Aye doctor.  I'll attend at 12:43 after my shift.  marconi out.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
ACTION:  THE USS LUZON PREPARES TO DEPART ORBIT
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::drinks tea::
87ewas:
*dr Ramas*: I need to get a phiscal are you avaiable
Rich_Ayles:
*Marconi* Very well Ensign
Fenzo:
:: makes prepariton for departure::
Dracos:
::the Gorn dilligently refers to the maintenace shedule::
Rich_Ayles:
*Ensign Krag* Please contact me in about half an hour Ensign. I will arrange a time for you
Host Matt_vTrek:
::reviewing crew psychological evaluations::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
*Eng*  status of Engines?
Host Liz_vTrek:
::paces deck, deep in thought::
Dracos:
::notices a well balanced crew::
87ewas:
*Dr Ramuas* :aye sir
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::changes clothes, wearing her uniform::
Bachoa:
::Finishes scans and prepares for departure::
Dracos:
Rand: Engines are at 99.7% efficiency
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
CO:  The coordinates will lead us back into the nebula
Rich_Ayles:
Xia: Is everything alright Xia ?
87ewas:
chris:How do you like the Luzon?
Rich_Ayles:
::exits turbolift and heads towards Sickbay::
Dracos:
<Xia>: Why yes doctor
Rich_Ayles:
Xia: You seem a little......distant
Fenzo:
:: sets in the course for the nebula::
Dracos:
<Xia>:: stretches her long, stringy arms out::
Host Liz_vTrek:
::nods::  Begin departure at your leisure, commander.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::looks at the captain:: Aye sir
87ewas:
chris: Monitor the long range and short range sensor
Host Matt_vTrek:
::heads to TL::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Fenzo: engage
Dracos:
<Xia>: Thank you for your concern Doctor, but I'm just thinking..... about things
Bachoa:
::Begins assessing Xia and Zaran records and cross references them against Anthropological data from known galactic sociostructures::
Rich_Ayles:
Xia: Such as ?
Fenzo:
::engages Warp::
IANPAWSON:
Krag: Yes sir
Host Matt_vTrek:
::approaches Sevak's cabin and presses buzzer::
IANPAWSON:
::chris looks a is console
Host Rolf_vTrek:
Come in!
Host Matt_vTrek:
::enters cabin::
Dracos:
<Xia>::Smiles:: Zaran thoughts my prying doctor
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Trex:  slow to impulse as we approach the nebula
conrad_ii has joined the conversation.
Host Rolf_vTrek:
T'Sele: Ensign?
Fenzo:
XO: Aye Sir
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::thinks warping into a nebula is a bad idea::
Rich_Ayles:
Xia: Did it seem like I was prying ? I am only concerned with you health and that includes your state of mind Xia.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Krag:  Raise deflector shields
Fenzo:
:: slows down to impulse::
87ewas:
::raise deflectors::
Host Matt_vTrek:
Sevak: I'm still having those... little difficulties.. in relating to the non-Vulcan crewmembers, especially the humans. I was wondering if your offer to explain their .. habits to me was still open?
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Trex: let's make that 1/4 impulse
Dracos:
Xia: It is close to the day of mourning, a time of quiet reflection.
Bachoa:
::Scans nebula and asserts that nothing has changed since original scans::
Fenzo:
Xo:aye Sir
Host Rolf_vTrek:
T'sele: Naturally.
Fenzo:
:: sets impulse to 1/4::
Host Liz_vTrek:
*Sevak* Ensign Sevak...please report to me on the bridge as soon as possible.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Trex:  make necessary adjustments as needed to avoid some of this debris
Host Matt_vTrek:
Sevak: Perhaps when this shift is over?
Host Rolf_vTrek:
T'Sele: Excuse me...
Dracos:
<Xia>: I am just remembering the times I had when I was young, before the great catacysim
Fenzo:
XO : Of course Sir
Host Rolf_vTrek:
T'Sele: That would be a logicla course of action.
87ewas:
::checks deflectors::
Host Matt_vTrek:
Sevak: Of course.  ::leaves cabin::
Fenzo:
:: does his best to fly ship through debris::
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::leaving quarters, heading for TL::
Host Matt_vTrek:
::following Sevak to bridge::
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::enters TL:: Bridge!
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Tac:  put the viewer onscreen as we maneuver our way through this
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::wheeeeeez::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::looks up as Security Chief enters::
Dracos:
<Xia> ::notices that she has been looking at the wall rather than the doctor::
Bachoa:
*Captain*  I am picking up space salvage that confirms the Zarans were capable of interstellar travel
87ewas:
::puts image on screen::
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::enters the bridge, heads towards the Captain:: Cpt: Ensihn Sevak reporting as ordered.
87ewas:
xo: aye sir on veiwer
Host Liz_vTrek:
::turns to Sevak as she enters::
mrben2 has joined the conversation.
Host Matt_vTrek:
::enters bridge and returns to post::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
THE LUZON PICKS HER WAY THROUGH THE NEBULA
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::standing at attention in front of the captain::
Dracos:
<Xia> Doc: Tell me a little about this ship. HOw many people are on it?
87ewas:
::checks deflectors::

Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::nods at Science::
Bachoa:
Captain:  Nothing major, communication satellites and fuel pods.  We did not pick them up before because they emitted no energy readings
Host Liz_vTrek:
::nods::  Sevak, I'd like you to assume Chief of Security on a permanent basis, effective immediately.  Your record has been exemplary, and I think you're up for it.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Science: do scans pick up any signs of the Zarans?
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::raises an eyebrow:: thank you, Captain...
Host Liz_vTrek:
Sevak:  But, why, may I ask, are you wheezing like that?
Bachoa:
XO:  I am beginning to scan for warp traces Commander
Rich_Ayles has left the conversation.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
JT: good, keep me posted
Deela has joined the conversation.
Host Rolf_vTrek:
Captain: Sir?
Host Liz_vTrek:
::hears TL wheezing behind Sevak::
Dracos:
<Xia> Doc: Doctor, did you hear me?
conrad_ii has left the conversation.
Host Liz_vTrek:
Sevak:  Pardon me...perhaps I'm mistaken. ::peers around the new Chief of Sec::
87ewas:
::checks deflectors::

Bachoa:
Commander:  I am picking up minute traces of warp core emissions but it is diffiuclt to trace
Host Rolf_vTrek:
Captain: Yes, Sir.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Science: does the signature match anything we have from the Zaran computer?
Rich_Ayles has joined the conversation.
Dracos:
<Xia>: Notices that the doctor is staring into the wall, oblivious to his surroundings
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::still standing at attention in front of the Captain::
Bachoa:
Commander:  It is psread very thin, so I am sure we are dealing with very, VERY, old traces, however, they appear to confirm our course heading for the Zaran ships
Dracos:
<Xia> ::She smiles::
Rich_Ayles:
Xia: Sorry Xia you were saying something ?
Bachoa:
Commander:  Zaran I would suggest
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
JT: Acknowledged
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::legs starting to hurt::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Trex:  we are still on course?
Host Liz_vTrek:
*Gyrax* Gyrax, could you please send someone to check out the Main TL?  I believe it has a.....*ahem* problem of some sort.  ::frowns::
Rich_Ayles:
*T'Sele*: Counsellor would you mind coming down to Sickbay please
Bachoa:
::conducts long range scans:
Dracos:
::Gyrax turns to the captain:: Captain: Yes isr
87ewas:
::checks deflector shields::
Host Matt_vTrek:
*Doc*: I shall endeavour to be there as soon as possible, Doctor.
Host Matt_vTrek:
::heads to TL::
Rich_Ayles:
*T'Sele* Thank you Counsellor
87ewas:
chris:Check the power levels on shields and phasers::
Host Liz_vTrek:
::starts, not noticing Gyrax on the bridge before::  Hmmm.
Bachoa:
Commander:  As we proceed on this course, the warp core signature seems to consolidate and refine
Dracos:
*Engineering* We have a dying turbolift up here. Fix it in five minutes or I'll have it for lunch. ::Gyrax snickers to himself::
87ewas:
::frowns at chris::
Host Liz_vTrek:
::wondering how she could have missed something as big as a Gorn on the bridge::  ::mutters::  Better have the old eyes checked.
IANPAWSON:
Krag: Shields and phasers at 99%
Bachoa:
Commander:  While the Zarans are technologically advanced, i suggest that their warp methods may not be as advanced as ours
Rich_Ayles:
::looks towards Xia:: Xia: While we are here would you mind if I quickly ran your bio-scan ?
Dracos:
<Engineering> *Gyrax*: Uh, yes isr, right away sir ::hears running in the background::
87ewas:
chris: What? 
Host Liz_vTrek:
::notices Sevak:: Ah, you may assume your post, Ensign.
Bachoa:
Commander:  It appears we are closing on the Zaran vessels
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::nods::
Host Matt_vTrek:
::TL makes incredible wheezing noise as it heads to sickbay::
87ewas:
xo:should we raise sheilds?
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
All stations: status report
Dracos:
Capt: The problem will be fixed
HILLS_BARNDELL has left the conversation.
Host Matt_vTrek:
::arrives at sickbay::
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::heading for Security console::
Dracos:
<Xia>::wakes up from a daydream::
Rich_Ayles:
::looks up to see the Counsellor walk in::
Dracos:
<Xia> Doc: Sorry Doctor, were you asking something?
Host Matt_vTrek:
Doctor: Doctor, you requested my assistance?
87ewas:
xo: shield and phasers at 99%
Rich_Ayles:
Xia: We will do the bio-scan in a short while
Bachoa:
Commander:  Science on long range scan and systems nominal Commander
Host Liz_vTrek:
::nods to Gyrax::  Please do.  The TL sounds abominable.
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::checks current duty roster::
Rich_Ayles:
T'Sele: Yes Counsellor....::pulls T'Sele to one side::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Science: acknowledged
Rich_Ayles:
T'Sele: Xia has been acting rather odd...what you might call.....vacant !
Dracos:
Capt: My department will get it fixed. They know it will take over sseven hours to rebuilt it if they don't fix it soon.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Helm:  are we still on course?
Host Liz_vTrek:
::starts::  Gyrax:  SEVEN hours???
Fenzo:
XO: Aye Sir, still holding course
HILLS_BARNDELL has joined the conversation.
Host Rolf_vTrek:
Captain:Sir, I'd like to monitor Sickbay. Two Security officers should be enough.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Trex:  Good. ETA to the destination?
Host Liz_vTrek:
::suddenly feels a headache coming on::
87ewas:
sevak:  Would you like to take chris
Dracos:
Capt: Seven hours if I have it for lunch. Five minutes to fix it due to the fear of spending seven hours.
ea_poe has joined the conversation.
Host Matt_vTrek:
Doc: We suspect Xia is holding something back. Something she doesn't want us to know.
Fenzo:
XO: We should arrive in about 9,9 min Sir
Bachoa:
Confirmed by scans commander, although the nebula is affecting accuracy marginally
Host Liz_vTrek:
Gyrax:  Make it five, Ensign.  We don't have seven hours to play with the TL.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::nods at Trex:: Very good, Ensign
Host Rolf_vTrek:
Krag: Accepted.
Rich_Ayles:
T'Sele: Can you have a word with Xia so that I can get a second opinion on how she is acting?
Dracos:
<Xia> ::her eyes looked clouded, distant.
87ewas:
chris: go with Sevak
Host Matt_vTrek:
Doc: Of course. 
Host Matt_vTrek:
::approaches Xia::
Dracos:
Capt: Don't worry sir, there isn't enough salt for me to eat the turbolift
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::heads for TL::
Rich_Ayles:
::prepares scanning equipment ready for Xias bio-scan::
IANPAWSON:
Karg: yes sir I am on my way
Fenzo:
:: checks his display::
Host Liz_vTrek:
::tries to stifle a grin::  Aye, Gyrax.  
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Krag:  how goes the training of your assistant?
Host Matt_vTrek:
Xia: Xia, you told me earlier about your race's beliefs, how they believed that bad things such as their destruction were predestined, and they had to be accepted.
Host Rolf_vTrek:
TL: Sickbay.
IANPAWSON:
::Chris goes to the tubolift
Dracos:
<Xia> : Looks at T'Sele. T'Stele: You are a partial telepath, yes?
87ewas:
xo: Pretty good sir
Bachoa:
Tactical:  Do your scans confirm two vessels Krag?
Host Rolf_vTrek:
<TL>: ::wheeez::
87ewas:
::checks sensors::
Bachoa:
Tsactical:  I am picking up intermittent signals of two, not one, but two vessels on longe range scans
Host Liz_vTrek:
::turns to Rand::  Commander, I think I'll take a quick sojourn to the SB and check on Xia.  Something is bothering me about her.
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::leaves TL::
Host Liz_vTrek:
Rand:  Also, I have a TERRIBLE headache.  Please take the conn until I get back.  
Host Rolf_vTrek:
Chris: I deem it best to stay in the background.
Dracos:
<Xia> T'Sele: Did you hear my question? I ASKED you a question.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
CO:  Acknowledged
Host Liz_vTrek:
::holds aching head as heads for TL::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
CO: Perhaps you should check with the doc
Dracos:
<Xia> ::starts to shiver uncontrolably::
Host Liz_vTrek:
Rand:  I'll be back in nine minutes or so...
Host Matt_vTrek:
Xia: By vulcan standards, I am about average. That would make me a very powerful telepath by most race's standards. However as yet we have not established the extent of your races own telepathic ability
Rich_Ayles:
::looks up as Xias voice becomes insistent::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
CO: Aye, sir
Host Liz_vTrek:
::steps into TL:: SB!
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::standing near the TL, hands behind her back::
Bachoa:
Tactical:  they're gone...I could swear i saw them though Krag
87ewas:
Marconi: I see nothing
Host Liz_vTrek:
<TL> WHEEEEEZE!!!!
Host Liz_vTrek:
::winces::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::looks around the bridge::
Dracos:
<Xia> T'Sele: What is with your preoccupation with my abilities? 
Marveler has joined the conversation.
Bachoa:
Krag:  Well keep looking.  They're out there.  May be using the nebula to hide
Fenzo:
XO: 5 min untill destination Sir
Host Matt_vTrek:
Xia: I cannot compare my abilities to your own unless I am aware of them. That is all.
Host Liz_vTrek:
::mutters to self as steps off the TL::  They just don't make ANYTHING like they used to.
Bachoa:
::attempts to redefine sensors to make sense out of nebula interference::
Host Liz_vTrek:
::walks into SB, head in hand::
Rich_Ayles:
::takes medical tricorder and secretly scans Xia from a distance::
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::nods as the Captain enters::
ea_poe has left the conversation.
Dracos:
<Xia> T'Sele: Comparison? Oh ::becomes more relaxed:: that's all you wanted to do.
Host Matt_vTrek:
::hear a dreadful wheezing echoing down the TL shaft from a car a few decks away::
Rich_Ayles:
::looks up to see Captain:: Captain: Ah, hello captain
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Helm, any change in the eta?
Rich_Ayles:
::drops medical tricorder::
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::frowns::
Host Liz_vTrek:
Ramares:  Greetings doctor.  You have anything in here for a killer headache?
Fenzo:
XO: No 4 min now Sir
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::nods at Trex::
Dracos:
*Engineering*: I'm replicating three pounds of salt for my lunch. I'll be getting my titanium suppliment of the day!
Rich_Ayles:
Captain: Sure. Wait right there
Host Liz_vTrek:
::groans as sound of tricorder hitting deck reverberates through head::
Host Matt_vTrek:
Xia: So, in answer to your question, I am a telepath, but I am not aware of a scale that I could use to tell you just how powerful.
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::watches the scene::
Host Liz_vTrek:
::smiles at Xia::  How are you, Xia?
87ewas:
::checks long range sensor::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Tactical: update on weapons status; we need to be prepared
Dracos:
*Gyrax* Sorry sir, please don't eat the turbolift. I have a holodeck prgram scheduled in an hour
Dracos:
<Xia> Capt: I'm doing fine
Host Matt_vTrek:
Xia: Please, tell me more about your feelings towards those who fled the destruction of your planet.
Rich_Ayles:
::looks in drawer and pulls out neuro-stimulator set to synaptic inducement::
Bachoa:
Commander:  I am picking up intermittent sensor readings indicating the possible presence of ships at our intended destination...but am unable to confirm
87ewas:
XO:Shield at 99%  Phasers at 100% photons at -10 sec
Host Liz_vTrek:
::watches Xia and T'Sele's exchange with interest::
Rich_Ayles:
::returns to Captain:: Captain: Here, this may help    ::runs stimulator over Captains forehead::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Science:  Acknowledged; keep trying to pin it down
Dracos:
<Xia>::starts to look uneasy:: All: They are heritics
Host Liz_vTrek:
::feels headache begin to wane::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::nods at Krag:: Excellent, Krag
Bachoa:
Commander:  Aye Commander. Working onit.
Host Liz_vTrek:
Ramares:  Thank you doctor.  That's MUCH better.
Rich_Ayles:
Captain: My pleasure captain
Host Matt_vTrek:
Xia: That's interesting. Earlier you told me that if it was destined for them to leave, then that was how it should be.
Host Liz_vTrek:
::quietly to Doctor:: How is our visitor doing?  Anything of interest to report?
Host Matt_vTrek:
Xia: Now your feelings seem to have changed to an altogether more... hostile tone.
87ewas:
::checks deflectors power level::
Dracos:
<Xia> T'Sele: Did I? I'm sorry, I'm not feeling well
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::listens intently::
Rich_Ayles:
Captain: Her behaviour seems...erratic, for want of a better word !
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Security:  What is your take on all this?  I presume you've put the usual security measures in place
Host Matt_vTrek:
Xia: That is understandable in the circumstances.
Host Liz_vTrek:
::reacts to T'Sele's announcement that Xia is becoming more hostile::
Host Rolf_vTrek:
*Rand*: I am down in SB, Sir.
Fenzo:
::checks ETA:: XO: one minute untill destination Sir
Rich_Ayles:
::looks at Xia and the counsellor concerned::
Bachoa:
::conitnues to refine sensors...feels that he has isolated primary anomoly instigator::
Host Liz_vTrek:
::looks at Sevak::
Dracos:
<Xia> T'Sele: I am seemingly distracted. I sense them.
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::stands at attention::
Host Matt_vTrek:
Xia: Them? The others from your planet?
87ewas:
::checks weapon and shield status::

Bachoa:
Commander:  I have managed to identify tweo ships at heading 36.mark 428
Dracos:
<Xia> T'Sele: They are out there, in the maelstrom of the nebula
Host Matt_vTrek:
Xia: Please excuse me for a moment.
Host Liz_vTrek:
::walks casually over to Sevak and leans close::  Please keep an eye on our charge.  I have the feeling she is not what she seems.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Tactical: Can we get the ships on visual?  Are they aware of us yet?
Bachoa:
Tactical;  Can you confirm that?
Host Matt_vTrek:
Captain; Captain, may I have a word with you please?
Host Rolf_vTrek:
Captain: Naturally, Sir.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
*CO* We've detected two unidentified ships
87ewas:
xo:aye sir
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::sounds yellow alert::
Dracos:
<Xia> ::looks towards the captain with distrust, even anger::
87ewas:
::puts ships on veiwer;:
Host Liz_vTrek:
T'Sele: ::feigns cheerfulness:: Of course, T'Sele.  ::steps away from Xia::
87ewas:
xo: i recomand yellow alert
Host Rolf_vTrek:
Chris: get two phasers type II for us.
Bachoa:
Commander:  Long range scans indicate hull componenets are consistent with Zaran minerology
Rich_Ayles:
::approaches Xia:: Xia: Shall we complete your bio-scan now Xia ?
Host Matt_vTrek:
::whispering:: Captain, Xia has detected the presence of the others from her world.
87ewas:
::raises shields::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Tac:  bring all weapons to ready
Host Liz_vTrek:
*XO* I'll be on the bridge in a minute.  Stay on yellow alert.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Helm:  Full stop
Dracos:
<Xia>::starts to shake uncontrollably::
Host Matt_vTrek:
::wonders why there's a yellow alert::
87ewas:
::arms photons::
Host Liz_vTrek:
T'Sele:  She is a strong telepath, then?
Bachoa:
Commander:  Confirmed Zaran ships two...
Fenzo:
:: stops ship:: XO: Ship has stoped Sir
Host Matt_vTrek:
Captain: Apprarently. However I cannot determine just how powerful.
Rich_Ayles:
::runs tricorder over Xia:: Xia: Are you OK Xia ?
Host Liz_vTrek:
::looks over at Xia's shaking::
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::frowns, gets phasers herself::
Dracos:
<Xia> ::Her arms and legs flail all over the place::
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::setting phaser to highest stun setting::
87ewas:
*Sevark*: Whats your status
Host Liz_vTrek:
::frowns:: T'Sele:  Powerful enough for mind control?
Rich_Ayles:
::grabs Xia to hold her steady::
Host Matt_vTrek:
Captain: I'm really not sure. However we should not discount that possibility.
Bachoa:
Comander:  They appear to be frigate class ships with disruptor and shield capability
Host Rolf_vTrek:
*krag*: The situation is under control...at the moment.
87ewas:
XO: Phasers fully charged, Photons armed
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Science: acknowledged
Host Rolf_vTrek:
Ramares: May i be of any help, Dr.?
87ewas:
*Sevak*:undertstood keep me informed
Bachoa:
Caommander:  Assumed complement of 30 pesrsons each
Rich_Ayles:
Sevak: Yes, Please help me hold Xia steady
Dracos:
<Xia>::Screams:: All: Rgwehr , Rgwehr, Rgwehr!
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Bridge: I need all information available on these ships.  What is their current battle posture, and are they aware of us?
Host Liz_vTrek:
::looks meaningfully at T'Sele:: Don't let her out of your sight.  And watch for ANY indication that she may be attempting to sway the crew.
87ewas:
::checks sensors::
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::hurries over, helps the Dr. to hold Xia steady::
Rich_Ayles:
Xia: XIA ! Hold on.   ::administers hypospray sedative::
Bachoa:
::scans Zaran vessels::
Host Matt_vTrek:
Captain: Of course, sir.
Host Rolf_vTrek:
Ramares: I could make use of the vulcan nerve pinch in an emergency.
Rich_Ayles:
Xia: What is it Xia ? What is the matter ?
Host Liz_vTrek:
I'm headed for the bridge.  Please keep me informed of any changes.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Trex:  prepare evasive maneuvers
Host Liz_vTrek:
::jogs to TL::
Host Matt_vTrek:
Captain: Certainly, sir.
Fenzo:
:: looks on his display and prepares  for evasive maneuvers::
Dracos:
<Xia> ::shaking stops::
Host Matt_vTrek:
::runs over to Xia::
87ewas:
::check weapons::
Fenzo:
XO: allready done Sir
Rich_Ayles:
Sevak: Not just yet thank you Ensign
Host Liz_vTrek:
::waits for TL but nothing comes::
Host Liz_vTrek:
::kicks panels::
Host Rolf_vTrek:
Ramares: Affirmative.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
*CO*  No change in status, sir
Chad_vTrek has joined the conversation.
Bachoa:
Commander:  Am having trouble with scans penetrating their hull...Zaran metalurgy seems to have reacted to the nebula bithean effect
Host Liz_vTrek:
*Gyrax*  GYRAX!!  What the DEVIL is going on with the TL NOW????
Rich_Ayles:
::scans Xia again and notices high hormone levels and wave activity in the brain::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Science:  Are the Zaran ships aware of our presence?
Bachoa:
XO:  Not yet Commander
Dracos:
*Captain*: Sir, uh, I bit the console. The positive side of ir is that the Turbo lift doesn't make a noise anymore
Host Liz_vTrek:
*TL2* Beam me to the bridge, NOW!!!
Host Rolf_vTrek:
*Captain*: I suggest to limit TL access to crew members by voice control.
Rich_Ayles:
Xia: Calm down Xia. You can control this. Your brain is just a little sensitive to minute changes.
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Tac: Beam the CO here ASAP
Host Liz_vTrek:
*Gyrax*  If I find you've EATEN part of the TL.....
Bachoa:
Shields have not been raised and there has been no modification in course or speed
Host Matt_vTrek:
Doctor: How serious is it? Is Xia in any kind of danger?
87ewas:
::beams the co to the bridge::
Host Liz_vTrek:
::feels TL beam catch her::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
::darn TL breakdown anyway, makes note on PADD to have a talk with Engineering::
Dracos:
*Captain* ::a small burp emerges from Gyrax:: Excuse me sir. He he he he. Just joking. My crew is working on it
Rich_Ayles:
T'Sele: No, she is just having a reaction to some external wave patterns. It is a kind of shock
Host Liz_vTrek:
::beams to bridge, mouth open::
Host Liz_vTrek:
::glares at Gyrax::
87ewas:
::checks Tac board::
Host Liz_vTrek:
::does Picard Maneuver on uniform::
Dracos:
::Gyrax smiles at the Captain::
Bachoa:
Commander:  they are raising shields commander.
Rich_Ayles:
::looks at Xia as she seems to come around::
Dracos:
<Xia> ::her eyes roll::
Host Liz_vTrek:
::turns to screen and notices ships::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
ACTION:  TWO ALIEN VESSELS APPEAR ON VIEWSCREEN
Host Liz_vTrek:
RED ALERT
Dracos:
<Xia> All: They have come for me!
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Commander?  Recommend hailing them
Rich_Ayles:
Xia: Xia, can you hear me ? This is Dr Ramares.....can you understand me ?
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
*All stations*  Red alert
Rich_Ayles:
Xia: Who has come for you Xia ?
87ewas:
::check sheilds::
Dracos:
<Xia>: They are here to destroy me!
Host Liz_vTrek:
::nods to XO::  Hail them.
Host Rolf_vTrek:
*Security*: send teams to all vital sections.
87ewas:
::intates red alert::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Tac: open hailing frequency
Dracos:
<Xia>: They cannot accept the prophesy!
Bachoa:
::continues scans::
Rich_Ayles:
Xia: Destroy you !!?   ::looks concerned at Sevak ::
87ewas:
::actives trageting senos::
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
Tac: Hailing frequencies open, please
Dracos:
<Xia> All: Help me
87ewas:
co:should i lock on targeting sensors?
Rich_Ayles:
Xia: You MUST calm down Xia. Tell me clearly what is happening.
Host Rolf_vTrek:
Ramares: I suggest to raise a force field around her to prevent a beam-away.
Dracos:
<Xia>: You must help me
87ewas:
::opens hail fregs::
Rich_Ayles:
Sevak: Agreed. Put me inside the force field
Dracos:
<Xia>: I can feel their hatred, their angst against my very being
Host Rolf_vTrek:
::walks over to console, raises force field::
87ewas:
xo: channel open
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
ACTION:  THE LUZON HAILS THE ALIEN SHIPS
Host Liz_vTrek:
::looks at viewscreen as occupants of ships appear::
Bachoa:
<Zaran Ship> COM:  This is Xoreen, commander of the NoXar, we thank you for returning our messenger to us!
Host Rolf_vTrek:
*Security*: Send an additional team down to SB.
Rich_Ayles:
::hears the buzz as the force field is raised::
Host Matt_vTrek:
(private comm) *NoXar* We have detected our quarry aboard that ship
87ewas:
*sevak*: there on the way
87ewas:
::dispache tream to sevak::
Host Liz_vTrek:
<COMM>  I am Commander Estefan, Captain of the USS Luzon of the Federation.  Why have you raised shields?
Rich_Ayles:
Xia: You are going to be fine Xia. There is a force field around us. No-one can take you away.
Host Matt_vTrek:
<Xerila> (privayte comm) *NoXar* I suggest we destroy them now.
Dracos:
<Xia> Doc: They are powerful beings
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
<<<<<<<<<<PAUSE MISSION>>>>>>>>>>
Host Cheryl_vTrek:
ok, all talk to the OOC room now
Deela has left the conversation.
Rolf_vTrek has left the conversation.
Ian_Q_Robinson has left the conversation.
HILLS_BARNDELL has been made a participant.
JLOQuinn has been made a participant.
LTCAndo has been made a participant.
Marveler has been made a participant.
mrben2 has been made a participant.
JLOQuinn:
Clap , Clap , Clap  , Clap  Good job all <S>
HILLS_BARNDELL:
Like it!
Marveler:
It was mediocre
Rich_Ayles:
Cheers folks !
LTCAndo:
Yay !!! that was great !
Host Liz_vTrek:
::grin:: Thanks, guys!
Matt_vTrek has left the conversation.
Marveler:
I'm kidding, I liked it.
JLOQuinn:
See you alll next Weekend <S>
HILLS_BARNDELL:
everyone rushes off - comfort breaks?
Bachoa:
Ssheila...LOL...mediocre?
HILLS_BARNDELL:
Jim u working tonight ...
87ewas has left the conversation.
mrben2 has left the conversation.
Marveler:
Bachoa, Bachoa, Bachoa
JLOQuinn:
Chris no but If I dont leave now will have ti at 3AM
HILLS_BARNDELL:
Lorne -  did not expect to see you here as participant - good for you
Bachoa:
LOL...just getting instructions int he other room
JLOQuinn has left the conversation.
HILLS_BARNDELL:
Paul - glad you made it - just in time ...
Dracos:
Hello Chris! How are you doing?
Bachoa:
Thanks Chris
LTCAndo:
Question, what happens to the mission when it is put on pause?
HILLS_BARNDELL:
none so bad
IANPAWSON:
JLOQuinn what do you mean?
Marveler:
It rsumes next week
HILLS_BARNDELL:
it stops till next week Andrea
LTCAndo:
Oh.  I always have wondered
HILLS_BARNDELL:
but you can read the logs in 5th. fleet operations ...
Marveler:
Ok, everyone to the VTrek lounge.
HILLS_BARNDELL:
(very few from last week - Paul!!)
LTCAndo:
How do I do that?
Bachoa:
Bye all, see you there!
HILLS_BARNDELL:
5th. fleet, operations, Luzon ...
87ewas has joined the conversation.
LTCAndo:
Where is that located on my computer?
Dracos:
Chris - I just got a new job....
87ewas has left the conversation.
Bachoa has left the conversation.
HILLS_BARNDELL:
I know Paul - you told me ...
HILLS_BARNDELL:
or is it another new job?
Dracos:
hence the delay in my posting
Dracos:
The new job may be gone soon
HILLS_BARNDELL:
ok - but going now ... will look out for logs - why is that?
HILLS_BARNDELL:
job going?
Dracos:
The job isn't going well
Dracos:
I can't get those floors clean enough :)
HILLS_BARNDELL:
then get out while you still have sanity!
Marveler:
How many missions have theLuzon been on ?
Dracos:
4?
LTCAndo:
Chris, where are the logs located on my computer?
Marveler:
 Cheryl and Liz ?
HILLS_BARNDELL:
bye now - will talk again ...Andrea you have to go to vtrekm, then 5th. fleet, then operations, then Luzon and open the bbs - must go now ...
HILLS_BARNDELL:
by gyrax et al ...
Dracos:
Bye Chris....
LTCAndo:
Thanks
Dracos:
Take care :D
HILLS_BARNDELL has left the conversation.
LTCAndo has left the conversation.
IANPAWSON:
bye Dracos
Marveler:
Bye Drac
Dracos has left the conversation.
Marveler has left the conversation.
IANPAWSON has left the conversation.


